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spaces accounts for the material changes in public spaces after the introduction of electricity, developed
through specific public celebrations, the extension of the electric tramway, and the incorporation of elec-
trical appliances in the homes of Mexicans. Ultimately, the concept of energetic space in the book is both
material and symbolic, linked to theories on cultural materialism in electricity studies. In this way, Mon-
taño’s research shows how the electrical landscape in Mexico also comprises the relationship of its
inhabitants with electricity at a symbolic level, encompassing not only how electricity was produced
and expanded in the city or the relationship between the government and consumers, but also the con-
ceptions, discussions, fears, and dreams about electricity in everyday life.

Ultimately, Electrifying Mexico provides an original contribution to the field by offering a far more
complex history of electricity than had existed in previous studies, focusing on the urban cultural history
of human imaginations around technology and the intangibility of electrical energy. In Montaño’s
words, it elucidates ‘how electrical lighting, power, and transportation changed ideas of time and
space: of bodies, self, others, and what it meant to be Mexican’ (p. 12). Essential reading for students,
it provides a considerably deeper insight into the social processes associated with electricity, explaining
how electrical technology reinforces gender-specific approaches such as the introduction of household
appliances, nationalism, and race. Users’ experience with electricity during public celebrations, streetcar
accidents, and electrocutions, as well as in the theft of electrical equipment, were essential components
of the electrical landscape in Mexico. This also deepened the relationship of the capital’s inhabitants with
electricity from 1880 to 1960, creating ambitions and anxieties, amplifying social differences, and rein-
forcing the conception of Mexico as a modern nation in the mid-twentieth century. Moreover, this
excellent study opens further research and new lines of inquiry which can take the approach of the
user and the relationship with space as a starting point, the expansion of technologies in the urban
and rural spaces, and the role of the electric workers and the connection with international expertise.
In sum, this engaging book makes a remarkable contribution to the historiography of studying electri-
city in urban space from the material and symbolic point of view in Mexico, Latin America, and other
geographical areas.

Yohad Zacarías
The University of Texas, Austin, TX, USA

yohadz@gmail.com
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Erika Kitzmiller, The Roots of Educational Inequality: Philadelphia’s Germantown High
School, 1907-2014, Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2021, 316 pp., US$45
(hardcover).

The Roots of Educational Inequality: Philadelphia’s Germantown High School, 1907-2014 tells the sweep-
ing history of Philadelphia’s Germantown High School from its founding in 1915 to its closure in 2013.
Over the course of nearly a century, it transformed from a highly reputable institution located in the
suburban outskirts of the city serving an upper-class white constituency to an “underfunded, neglected,
hyper-segregated school that served poor Black youth” (p. 160). In telling the history of this reversal,
Kitzmiller argues that we should rethink common declension narratives in the history of education,
especially those that locate decline in post-WWII white flight, failed desegregation, and neoliberal
reforms. Rather, Kitzmiller argues that “inequality based on class, race, and space” (p. 45) were baked
into Germantown High School from its founding.
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Each of the book’s nine chapters recounts one to two decades of the school’s history, weaving in local,
state and national developments to situate Germantown in its broader context. In each, we learn of ways
that school and urban policies, aiming to address demographic, economic, and political demands, ulti-
mately entrenched new forms of inequality in the school system. Kitzmiller makes use of a stunning
diversity of sources to narrate this history. In addition to traditional archival sources, she uses extensive
oral histories with teachers, students, and community members to powerfully illustrate the personal
impact of educational and urban policy. She also meticulously compiled an impressive dataset of hun-
dreds of Philadelphia graduates from school yearbooks and census records to analyze differences of
class, race, gender, and nativity across Philadelphia high schools and within each school’s curricular
tracks.

A key argument of this book is that public schools have never been adequately funded, which is one of
the chief reasons they have often deepened rather than alleviated social and racial inequalities. Kitzmiller
bases this argument on the prevalence of private philanthropy as a source of funding for Germantown
High School from its founding, which made it what she calls a “doubly advantaged” school: the first
advantage being its wealthy early constituents, the second being the private funding channeled to the
school. The reliance on private funds, Kitzmiller argues, set an early precedent for unequal school fund-
ing by neighborhood. Germantown’s reliance on local wealth meant that when upper-class residents
left the neighborhood in the second half of the twentieth century, so too did needed school resources.
The public sector failed to make up this gap.

Planning historians will be most interested in Kitzmiller’s effective use of maps to spatially analyze
educational patterns. In over 20 maps spanning 1910 to 2013, Kitzmiller overlays demographic census
data and school data to reveal important insights, especially related to race and segregation. Most maps
depict the geography of Philadelphia’s Black population, allowing Kitzmiller to draw conclusions about
the racial impact of policy decisions, from the locations of new public schools in the early twentieth cen-
tury to the disproportionate closure of schools in majority-Black neighborhoods in the 21st. Kitzmiller
also makes use of maps to understand Philadelphia’s open enrollment policy that lasted through the
1960s. By plotting the residences of white and Black Germantown graduates, she shows how, in 1940
and 1960, white students were more likely than Black students to travel over two miles to attend
majority-white Germantown High. In other years, Blacks traveled longer distances. Open enrollment
policies, she finds, although used by both white and Black families, tended to increase segregation rather
than diminish it.

Telling a century’s worth of history is no easy feat, and Kitzmiller expertly condenses down the most
important turning points for one high school into a readable narrative which tracks key developments in
US history, from enrollment pressures during the Great Depression, to repeated failures of desegrega-
tion policies, to state fiscal crises that hit cities like Philadelphia the hardest.

This structure also means leaving much history out, and there were a few areas in which I wished for
further analysis. Kitzmiller’s book understandably focuses on the racial white/Black binary, but I was left
wanting more analysis of other ethnic and racial divisions (Italian, Jewish, Latinx communities are just
mentioned briefly), including how these divisions shaped educational and urban politics. Within the
Black community, there are brief and fascinating references to class differences, including in German-
town’s own historically-Black neighborhood, but the role of distinct Black constituencies in local policies
does not figure prominently in Kitzmiller’s analysis.

Finally, covering so much history perhaps limits analyses of distinctions between each epoch. For
example, Kitzmiller presents the academic track towards high school graduation as the normative tra-
jectory, and she suggests that deviance from these trajectories reflected discriminatory policies or
assumptions. But, especially in early decades, many students would have chosen non-academic commer-
cial courses more relevant to employment than the college-preparatory track, and the typical student
only would have attended a year or two without graduating. More broadly, I wondered if the author’s
insistence on continuity obscured some of the real gains by social movements and activists, as well as the
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substantial differences between eras in school funding levels. These observations indicate the myriad of
topics that Kitzmiller’s book addresses, and they should open up further avenues for research.

The Roots of Educational Inequality adds to a growing body of scholarship highlighting the impor-
tance of looking deep into the past to find the roots of contemporary urban and educational pro-
blems. Her methodological breadth provides an impressive model for future studies of educational
history. The book’s core argument—that educational inequalities are the result of inadequate public
funding dating back over a century—deserves the attention of scholars, policymakers, educators, and
activists.

Cristina Viviana Groeger
Lake Forest College

groeger@lakeforest.edu http://orcid.org/0000-0001-6188-9120
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The bonds of inequality: debt and the making of the American city, by Destin Jenkins,
Chicago and London, University of Chicago press, 2021, 320 pp., US$25 (paperback).

Inequality is central to understanding urban development and urban history. The production and main-
tenance of systems of urban inequality has arguably been the preeminent question that scholars of cities
and planning have addressed for the past several decades. Yet, as historian Destin Jenkins contends in
convincing detail, urbanists and urbanites know remarkably little about the inner workings of one of the
principal sources of urban inequality: municipal debt. In The Bonds of Inequality, Jenkins traces the his-
tory of municipal debt in the United States during the twentieth century, primarily through a case study
of San Francisco. In the process, Jenkins unearths an often stunning and truly unique history of the
American city. He has delivered a critical addition to our understanding of urban inequality with
which scholars of cities, urban planning, infrastructure, and development will need to contend for
many years to come.

As Jenkins reminds us, American cities have literally been built on debt. Beginning in earnest in the
Progressive Era (approximately 1896-1917), debt-financed growth was responsible for most municipal
development in the twentieth century—from necessary infrastructure like bridges and roads, to essential
services and schools, to civic centres and stadiums. The politics of that debt, however, remain a little told
aspect of modern American urban history. As Jenkins explains, those politics have never been neutral.
‘At the center of the decision to borrow,’ he writes, ‘is an ethical and political choice—deciding who and
what is worthy of debt—with profound material consequences.’ (p. 1) Overseeing those decisions was
the work of a cadre of little-known, but incredibly important, bondholders, debt servicers, and munici-
pal technocrats. Among them, Jenkins finds a ‘fraternity’ that used New-Deal era banking reforms to
promote the interests of financiers.

Despite a lack of attention from urbanists and historians, Jenkins convincingly argues that the influ-
ence of these behind-the-scenes investors and bureaucrats created a ‘bondholder supremacy’ that held
tremendous sway over urban planning and development in the post-World War II era city. Instead of
the local resistance to liberal programmes that have characterized so much scholarship on inequality in
postwar urban America, Jenkins uses extensive financial industry records and municipal archives to
show how the fiscal restraints that debt holders demanded constrained the promise of urban progressi-
vism from the start. Because return on investment almost always took precedence over the needs of the
impoverished, Jenkins shows that this business-minded fraternity laid the groundwork for the duality of
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